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Abstract: A deep analysis and discussion of matrix factorisation technologies are given in this 
paper taking into account the defects of traditional collaborative filtering recommendation 
algorithms. In addition, we provide an analysis of the effects of feature vector dimensions on the 
recommendation quality and efficiency of a probability matrix factorisation (PMF) algorithm.  
A PMF algorithm will lead to inaccurate recommendations if it does not consider possible 
dynamic changes in a user’s interest over time. Accordingly, a TPMF model, a PMF algorithm 
integrated with time information, is proposed in this article. Its feasibility and effectiveness are 
empirically verified using movie recommendation datasets, and higher prediction accuracy is 
confirmed compared to existing recommendation algorithms. 
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1 Introduction 
With rapid expansion of internet, it is vital to  
develop more efficient techniques to filter the vast 

quantities of available information. The collaborative 
filtering (CF) recommendation algorithm is a widely  
applied information-filtering technology in recommended  
systems and is based on user interest. Currently, CF 
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recommendation algorithms are primarily classified into 
three types: memory-based, model-based and mixed. 

Figure 1 shows a typical CF recommendation process, 
which includes three stages: inputting data, running the CF 
algorithm and outputting the recommend results. In the 
input stage, the user ratings of items are inputted into the 
model. The CF algorithm predicts the unknown ratings of 
items for users by calculating the similarities between users 
or items. In the output stage, possible interesting items for 
users are recommended according to the predicted ratings 
and, basis which recommendation lists are provided 
according to ratings from high to low. 

Figure 1 A CF recommendation algorithm 

iuR ,

 

A CF recommendation algorithm makes a personalised 
recommendation according to the user-item rating matrix 
information; this results in problems such as cold start,  
low recommendation accuracy and malicious deception. 
Practically, human tastes and concepts change with time, 
and human opinions on things differ at different times and 
on different occasions. In case of the same movie, remarks 
made differ depending on the user’s mood. Therefore, in the 
design process of recommendation systems, it is necessary 
to explore how to establish a model to capture these 
dynamic time effects and give better recommendation 
results. 

Specific to the data sparsity and novelty commonly 
included in traditional CF recommendation algorithms,  
a time effect function can be added to the probability matrix 
factorisation (PMF) algorithm to enable recommendation 
methods to improve the meeting of user demands. 
Accordingly, time-based PMF (TPMF) is proposed in this 
paper. The experimental results using movie datasets 
indicate that the recommendation accuracy of the TPMF 
algorithm is higher than traditional CF recommendation 
algorithms and PMF algorithms. 

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In 
Section 4 studies time influence model. Section 5 proposes 
a time and PMF-based personalised recommendation model. 
Section 6 introduces the experimental results and the 
analysis of the related parameters, followed by a conclusion 
and a description of future work in Section 7. 

2 Literature review 
The CF algorithm primarily relies on user-item rating 
matrix information for its recommendations, and the rating 
data in the matrix are very sparse. To solve the data  

sparsity problem of the CF algorithm, several studies  
have proposed various solutions. Resnick et al. (1994)  
proposed the first automatic CF recommendation system, 
GroupLens. This system recommends news that is possibly 
interesting to users. Konstan et al. (1997) enhanced and 
expanded on the GroupLens system and enabled it to  
be a complete personalised recommendation system; 
therefore, establishing a solid foundation for the study  
and development of CF technology. Breese et al.  
(1998) conducted a thorough analysis of various CF 
recommendation algorithms, implemented improvements 
and achieved certain research results. Deng et al.  
(2003) proposed an item rating prediction-based CF 
recommendation algorithm and were the first to calculate 
the unknown ratings of items by users on the basis of 
similarities between items. Then, a new similarity 
calculation method was adopted to calculate neighbour sets 
of target users, significantly improving the recommendation 
quality of the system. Xue et al. (2005) proposed a  
cluster-based method in 2005 and classified users into  
k types according to the user attribute and cluster number; 
however, k is not easy to determine. The type closest to the 
target users was determined as the neighbour of all users in 
this type. CF technology was then used to calculate the 
similarity between the target user and its neighbour. This 
similarity was used to recommend items that were possibly 
interesting to the users. Iwata et al. (2007) adopted the 
maximum entropy principle to the CF algorithm to 
recommend the largest number of possible interesting items. 
Park and Pennock (2007) integrated a high-efficiency search 
tool into the CF algorithm to improve the recommendation 
effects of the system and the user satisfaction. Su et al. 
(2008) adopted Bayesian classification prediction, mean 
filling, linear regression prediction and other methods to fill 
in the original rating matrix and conducted comparison 
studies of the accuracies of various methods. Kaleli (2014) 
comprehensively rated the uncertainty difference and the 
rating similarity for determining the nearest neighbouring 
set of current users; then they translated it into a knapsack 
problem. 

Time is important contextual information for 
recommendation systems, and user interests change with 
time. Adomavicius and Tuzhilin (2001) proposed a  
multi-dimensional recommendation model, in which  
space, time and various scene information were integrated 
into their recommendation process, resulting in better 
recommendation effects. Sugiyama et al. (2004) proposed a 
personalised web search engine. In this system, the user 
configuration files change with time and the system changes 
the user behaviours via a fixed time delay window; this 
improves the accuracy of the user search results. Zhao et al. 
(2005) proposed a time decay function that processes time 
series data according to each user and item cluster. Using 
this function, the corresponding time weight of different 
resources can be calculated. Ding and Li (2005) added a 
time weight index to a similarity-based CF algorithm. In the 
rating prediction stage, the ratings of items by users 
decreased with dynamic time changes. Koren (2010) 
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proposed the TimeSVD++ algorithm, which adds time 
information to the feature vectors of users and items, 
improving the recommendation accuracy. In e-commerce, 
the user purchasing time and item starting time are taken 
into consideration, which can improve the recommendation 
accuracy. Lee et al. (2009) proposed a user-rating  
method that integrates the item release time, user purchasing 
time or both. In a dynamically changing e-commerce 
environment, this temporary information can improve the 
recommendation accuracy of the system. Hong et al. (2012) 
developed an e-commerce recommendation algorithm that 
recommends different products according to age and user 
interest. Zhang and Liu (2015b) proposed a personalised 
recommendation algorithm integrating a trust relationship 
and time sequence; this algorithm can effectively improve 
the recommendation accuracy. In other studies (Zhang and 
Liu, 2015a; Zhang and Wang, 2017; Qiu et al., 2008;  
Shao et al., 2007; Hu et al., 2019; Qu and Tao, 2019;  
Zhang et al., 2017), context-based social networking 
recommendation algorithms have been proposed; such 
algorithms provide recommendations for users according to 
the user’s geographical position, time of information and the 
social relationships of mobile users. Luo et al. (2015) 
introduced a new probabilistic sequence personalised 
recommendation model, which uses time properties and 
dynamic information, to trace interests and preferences of a 
user, resulting in improving the attraction of the products 
proposed to that user. 

In the above studies, the recommendation results failed 
to satisfy the user demands. Matrix factorisation technology 
can be used to solve the problem of data sparsity in a rating 
matrix; the basic concept is to use a low-rank matrix to 
approximate the original rating matrix. The goal is to 
minimise the squared error between the prediction matrix 
and the original rating matrix. This approach requires a 
large amount of calculation time. A PMF recommendation 
algorithm adopts gradient descent, and in the solution 
procedure, the error descending rate becomes progressively 
lower. Therefore, the number of iterations and the training 
time constantly increase. In summary, to the best of our 
knowledge, none of the previous studies have unified the 
complementary advantages of a local user and an item 
neighbourhood, time information and global matrix 
factorisation models together in CF in a unified probabilistic 
model. 

In consideration of the above problems, this paper 
adopts matrix factorisation technology to complete the 
rating matrix and decrease the dimension of a sparse rating 
matrix using the descending dimension method. To 
guarantee the novelty and effectiveness of the recommended 
items, this paper proposes a time and PMF-based 
personalised recommendation algorithm, TPMF. In the 
experimental section, the influences of the feature  
vector dimensionality of the users and items on the 
recommendation accuracy and efficiency are first analysed. 
Then, experiments are conducted to determine the optimal 
parameters of the PMF algorithm. Finally, time is added to 
the PMF algorithm and the influences of time on the 

recommendation algorithm are analysed. Accordingly, the 
superiority of the TPMF algorithm is experimentally 
verified. 

The purpose of this study is to present a methodology 
and specific techniques for modelling time-drifting user 
preferences with respect to recommendation systems. The 
proposed approaches are extensively applied on analysed 
movie rating datasets, enabling us to firmly compare our 
methods to those recently reported. We show that, by 
incorporating temporal information, we are able to achieve 
the best results reported so far, indicating the significance of 
uncovering temporal effects. 

3 Basic PMF model 
The PMF model (Mnih and Salakhutdinov, 2007) is 
depicted in Figure 2. Suppose that the number of users  
and items in the system are N and M, respectively.  
U = {u1, u2, ..., uN} represents the user set, I = {i1, i2, ..., iM} 
represents the item set and Ru,i represents the rating of item i 
by user u. For a given rating matrix R = [Ru,i]N×M, U ∈ RK×N 
and V ∈ RK×M represent the feature matrices of the potential 
users and the potential items, respectively. Uu and Vi 
represent D-dimensional column vectors, where Uu 
represents the latent feature vector of a specific user and Vi 
represents the latent feature vector of a specific item (Zhang 
and Liu, 2014). 

Figure 2 A graphical representation of a PMF algorithm 
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The conditional probabilities of the current rating data are 
defined as follows: 
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Here, 2( | , )RN x μ σ  represents a normal distribution with a 
mean of μ and a variance of 2

Rσ  and ,
R
u iI  represents an 

indicator function. If the user u rates i, ,
R
u iI  is 1, otherwise it 

is 0. g(x) = 1 / (1 + exp(–x)) is a logistic regression function 
used to limit the predicted value ( )T

u iU V  within the range 
[0, 1]. 

Using Bayes inference, the posterior probabilities of the 
feature vectors U and V can be expressed as follows: 
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The posteriori probability, equation (4), is taken as the 
objective function to solve for the maximum. Taking the 
logarithm of the predictor equation (4), we obtain  
equation (5). 
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Here, C represents a constant irrespective of the parameter. 
Maximising equation (5) can be seen as a non-constrained 
optimisation problem, and minimising equation (6) is 
equivalent to maximising equation (5). 
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Here, 2 2 2 2/ , /U VU Vλ σ σ λ σ σ= =  and 2|| ||Fro⋅  denotes the 
Fresenius norm. Equation (6) is the objective function and 

its local minimum can be obtained via the gradient descent 
of U and V. 

4 Time influence model 
Traditional CF algorithms treat all items equally and fail to 
consider that the interests of users in items will change with 
time, which may lead to low accuracy. Because user 
interests do change with time, adding time to the predicted 
rating for items will increase the accuracy of the algorithm. 

4.1 Calculation of the time weight 
In general, the earlier the interest, the lower its importance. 
This paper adopts an exponential time function to express 
the influence of time on user interest and preference, which 
emphasises the ratio of a user’s new interests and 
preferences and reduces the influence of past preferences. 
The time function is shown in equation (7). 

( ) ( )(, ,1 1 expu i u if t t= +  (7) 

, ,u i u i st T T= −  (8) 

Here, tu,i represents the time interval of the ratings of item i 
by user u, Tu,i represents the rating time of item i by user u 
and Ts represents a past fixed time, which is the base point 
of the interval time calculation. f(tu,i) falls in the range of  
(0, 1) and represents the time weight of the user interest.  
A closer rating time indicates a greater value. 

4.2 Time effect-based CF model 
Traditional CF models predict the rating of an item i by the 
current user u according to the rating similarities between 
users or items. The calculation equation is shown in 
equation (9). 
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Here, sim(u, a) represents the rating similarity between the 
users u and a. Equation (10) calculates the similarity 
between users u and a using the Pearson correlation 
coefficient. 
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Here, Iu,a represents the item set rated by users u and a, Ru,i 
and Ra,i represent the ratings of item i by the users u and a, 
respectively, and uR  and aR  represent the mean ratings of 
all items by users u and a, respectively. 
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Liu et al. proposed a time weighted and user  
feature-based CF algorithm (Liu et al., 2012). They added 
time effects to traditional CF algorithms to improve the 
prediction accuracy. The rating prediction method is shown 
in equation (11). 
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Here, f(ta,i) represents the time function and the calculation 
equation is equation (7). 

5 Time information and PMF-based personalised 
recommendation model 

5.1 Time and matrix factorisation recommendation 
model 

According to equation (4), the PMF algorithm only predicts 
ratings according to the user-item rating matrix and then 
learns the corresponding feature vector. However, this 
model does not consider changes in the users’ interests in 
items over time. Accordingly, this paper improves the 
evaluation model and proposes a time and matrix 
factorisation recommendation model, TPMF. 

Equation (12) calculates the predicted ratings of item i 
by user u according to the latent feature vectors of the users 
and items. 
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Equation (12) does not consider the influences of time  
on the user ratings. After time effects are considered,  
equation (12) is rewritten, obtaining the predicted rating 
calculation equation (13) of item i by user u at a time tui. 
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Here, puk(t) can be obtained from equation (14) below. 

( ) ( )uk uk ukp t p α f t= + ⋅  (14) 

In the above equation, αuk represents the regulation 
parameters and can be obtained by minimising the objective 
function via gradient descent. f(t) can be obtained from 
equation (7). Equation (14) is substituted into equation (13), 
obtaining the predicted rating calculation shown in  
equation (15). 
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Equation (15) is substituted into equation (6), obtaining the 
predicted rating calculation shown in equation (16). 
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5.2 Gradient descent algorithm 
Gradient descent is performed on the objective function E, 
obtaining the parameters pu, αu and qi. The specific 
calculation equations are shown as follows: 

( )u u ui i up p η e q λ p= + ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅  (17) 

( )( )u u ui i uη e q f t λ= + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅α α α  (18) 

( )( )( ),i i ui u u u i iq q η e p f t λ q= + ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅α  (19) 

Here, ,ˆ ( ) ,T
ui ui ui ui u u i ie r r r p t q= − = − ⋅  pu and the initial 

values of αu and qi are both random numbers. The 
recommendation algorithm aims to minimise the difference. 
For the penalty factor λ and the learning rate η, an initial 
value is usually assigned to λ according to experience and 
then η is adjusted. Then, η is fixed and λ is adjusted. Finally, 
according to the experimental effects, the optimal values of 
λ and η are chosen. 

5.3 Analysis of the algorithm performance 
The time complexity of the matrix factorisation algorithm 
primarily arises from gradient descent, and its calculation 
costs result from the objective function E and the 
corresponding gradient descent equation. The matrices U 
and V are sparse, and the time complexity of the objective 
function in equation (16) is O(D ∙ n + D ∙ m), where n and m 
represent the number of non-zero elements in the matrices U 
and V, respectively. Therefore, the time complexity of each 
iteration can be expressed as O(D ∙ n + D ∙ m). Namely, the 
time complexity of the algorithm increases linearly with the 
increasing amount of observation data in the sparse matrix. 
Therefore, the expansibility of the algorithm is good and it 
can be applied in recommendation systems under the 
context of large-scale data. 

6 Experimental results and analysis 
6.1 Datasets 
This experiment includes two datasets, Netflix and 
MovieLens. The Netflix dataset is a movie rating dataset 
released by Netflix in October 2006. This dataset contains 
over 100 million ratings from 31 December 1999, to  
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31 December 2005. These ratings are for 17,770 movies by 
480,000 anonymous users, and each rating has a rating  
date. In this dataset, each movie has 5,600 ratings  
and each user rates 208 movies on average. The  
Netflix dataset was released for the Netflix prize 
competition with the goal of improving the recommendation 
system of the company. In the competition, the 
recommendation effects needed to be improved by 10% 
compared to the Cinematch recommendation system. 
Compared to Netflix recommendation system, the 
Cinematch system has an RMSE of 0.9514 on the test 
dataset. The MovieLens dataset was collected by the 
GroupLens research group at the University of Minnesota 
and is one of the most successfully applied datasets. The 
MovieLens evaluation information of movies has obtained 
wide acceptance and has been widely used in simulation 
tests of personalised recommendation algorithms. 

6.2 Metrics 
The accuracy of the predicted ratings represents the 
difference between the actual user ratings and the ratings 
predicted by the algorithm. This paper primarily uses the 
two metrics below. 

Mean absolute error (MAE): 

( , )

1 ˆ
p

ui uip
u i E

MAE r r
E ∈

= −  (20) 

Here, EP represents the test dataset and |EP| represents the 
number of items rated by users in the test dataset. 

Root mean squared error (RMSE): 
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E ∈
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For the prediction of new items, lower values of these  
two metrics indicate higher prediction accuracies. 

6.3 Experimental scheme 
In real systems, determining the feature vector 
dimensionality of the users and items in a PMF algorithm is 
a key influence factor in the recommendation accuracy. 
However, researchers usually assign values according to 
experience. Therefore, determining an optimal value has 
always been a research problem. The PMF algorithm has a 
longer program running time and lower recommendation 
efficiency with the increasing feature vector dimensionality 
of the users and items. How to reduce the feature vector 
dimensionality and improve the operation efficiency of the 
algorithm while guaranteeing the recommendation accuracy 
is a very important research problem. The reason for this is 
that the acceptable operation time of users is short. 

This paper conducted four sets of experiments. 

 

1 By changing the feature vector dimensionality D, its 
influences on the running time of the PMF algorithm 
were analysed. 

2 By changing the feature vector dimensionality D,  
its influences on the RMSE were analysed. 

3 Using the Netflix dataset, the recommendation 
accuracies of the TPMF algorithm, the baseline Netflix 
system recommendation algorithm, the SVD algorithm 
and the PMF algorithm were compared. 

4 Using the MovieLens dataset, the recommendation 
accuracies of the TPMF algorithm and a traditional CF 
recommendation algorithm were compared. 

Experiment 1 was used to study the influences of the 
dimensionality D on the running time. Experiment 2 was 
used to study the influences of the dimensionality D on the 
recommendation accuracy. Experiments 3 and 4 were used 
to test the recommendation accuracy of the TPMF 
algorithm. 

Figure 3 The effect of dimensionality on the running time of the 
PMF algorithm (see online version for colours) 

 

6.4 Influences of dimensionality on the running time 
of the PMF algorithm 

Experiment 1 was designed to verify the influences of the 
feature vector dimensionality of the users and items on the 
running time, and the experimental results for which are 
shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that, with increases in the 
feature vector dimensionality, the execution time of  
the PMF algorithm becomes longer and the operational 
efficiency decreases greatly. 

6.5 Influences of dimensionality on the 
recommendation accuracy 

Experiment 2 was designed to analyse the influences of 
changing the feature vector dimensionality D on the RMSE, 
and the experimental results are shown in Figure 4. It can be 
seen that, with increasing feature vector dimensionality, 
when the iteration epoch is greater than 10, the RMSE 
gradually increases. Therefore, when the feature vector 
dimensionality of the matrix increases to a certain level, the 
recommendation accuracy decreases with the addition of 
noise. Experiment 2 indicates that the optimal feature vector 
dimensionality is 10. Therefore, experiments 3 and 4 adopt 
a feature vector dimensionality of D = 10 as the initial 
value. 
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Figure 4 The effect of dimensionality on the RMSE (see online 
version for colours) 

 

6.6 Comparison of the recommendation accuracy 
To test the recommendation accuracy of the TPMF 
algorithm in this paper, TPMF was verified using the 
Netflix and MovieLens datasets in experiments 3 and 4. 

First, using the Netflix dataset, the TPMF algorithm,  
the baseline Netflix system recommendation algorithm,  
the SVD algorithm and the PMF algorithm were  
compared using the RMSE metric. The Netflix system 
recommendation algorithm had an RMSE = 0.9514. PMF 
had the mean RMSE when D = 5, 10, 20, 30, 40. The 
comparison results are shown in Figure 5. The x-axis 
represents the iteration epochs, and the y-axis represents the 
RMSE. 

Figure 5 Performance comparisons of the four methods  
(see online version for colours) 

 

It can be seen in Figure 5 that the SVD algorithm 
experiences serious overfitting. When Epochs is greater 
than 10, the SVD algorithm starts overfitting. The 
recommendation accuracy of the TPMF algorithm is 7.6% 
higher than that of the SVD algorithm, approximately 9.7% 
higher than that of the baseline Netflix benchmark 
algorithm and approximately 1.9% higher than that of  
the PMF algorithm. Therefore, in sparse matrices and 
unbalanced datasets, the TPMF algorithm performs better 
than the other recommendation algorithms with respect to 
prediction accuracy. 

Second, using the MovieLens dataset, the TPMF 
algorithm and the traditional CF algorithm were compared 
using the MAE metrics. The CF algorithm recommends 
similar items to target users according to the similarities 
between items. The similarities between users or items can 
be obtained using equation (10). The experiment in this 
section randomly selects three users: users 3, 8 and 11. The 
number of neighbours is 5 at first and then increases to  
25 with an interval of 5. The experimental results are shown 
in Figures 6, 7 and 8. 

Figure 6 Performance comparisons for user 3 (see online version 
for colours) 

 

Figure 7 Performance comparisons for user 8 (see online version 
for colours) 

 

Figure 8 Performance comparisons for user 11 (see online 
version for colours) 

 

Figures 6, 7 and 8 indicate that, compared to the traditional 
CF algorithm, the improved matrix factorisation algorithm 
TPMF has a much better recommendation quality, 
regardless of the user. In Figure 6, when there are  
ten neighbours, the MAE value of the TPMF  
algorithm reaches a minimum and indicates the highest 
recommendation quality. Correspondingly, in Figures 7  
and 8, when the number of neighbours are 15 and 5, 
respectively, the MAE values of the TPMF algorithm reach 
a minimum and indicate the best recommendation effects. 

Therefore, PMF technology, which supplements the 
rating matrix and reduces the dimensionality of a sparse 
matrix via the descending dimension method, can avoid the 
condition in which it is difficult to look up neighbouring 
users when the user rating information is sparse. This paper 
adjusts the timeliness and importance of the user ratings by 
introducing a time function. Under the condition of a 
changeable rating weight, the rating similarity between 
users is calculated, which effectively improves the 
recommendation accuracy of the algorithm. 

7 Conclusions 
Following the drawbacks of traditional CF recommendation 
algorithms, this paper thoroughly explored CF algorithm 
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and matrix factorisation technology. As an important 
implementation of the latent factor model, matrix 
factorisation technology has been well applied to 
recommendation systems. If product deviation and user 
deviation effects with time are added to the basic matrix 
factorisation model, the influences of product evaluation 
deviation, user preference deviation and the daily mood 
fluctuations of users on scores can be captured. 
Accordingly, this paper proposed a time and PMF-based 
personalised recommendation algorithm. Using 
experiments, the influences of the feature vector 
dimensionality of the users and items on the 
recommendation accuracy and efficiency were analysed; 
thus, verifying the consistency between the training sets and 
datasets in the recommendation results. Further, the optimal 
PMF parameters were determined and the influences of the 
feature vector dimensionality on the recommendation 
accuracy and efficiency were analysed. The experimental 
results on real datasets indicate that, after time effects are 
considered, the prediction deviation is decreased 
significantly and the prediction accuracy is improved 
greatly. The TPMF algorithm is a better method under data 
sparsity and its time complexity is low. The CF 
recommendation algorithm relies on user history data, 
including user interests, preferences and purchasing habits; 
hence, such data may involve user privacy and result in 
many hidden dangers and confusion for users. Therefore, 
how to provide satisfactory personalised recommendation to 
users while effectively protecting users’ privacy is a future 
research direction. 
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